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Abstract
The Mars2020 rover includes a Sampling & Caching Subsystem (SCS) that is required to acquire core
samples of hard rocks and to abrade rocky surfaces flat and smooth in order to facilitate surface science.
Hard, high strength rocks exhibit brittle failure modes, and can be drilled and chiseled efficiently using
percussive impacts. The coring drill percussion mechanism was designed to provide those impacts with
variable output force and to be used with various drill bits. A unique hammering mechanism, using a basedriven hammer, powered by a conventional rotary actuator driving a Scotch yoke, was designed to robustly
provide the required function in a Martian environment for a life exceeding 2 million impacts.
Introduction
The coring drill, also called the “corer”, is the sampling tool on the turret at the end of the rover’s robotic
arm. The primary functions of the corer are to drill into the surface with a coring bit to generate a rock core
sample and to abrade the surface with an abrasion bit. The abrasion bit creates a spot-faced surface that
allows other turret-mounted instruments to perform contact surface science. Hard rocks are not generally
worked by cutting, but are usually either fractured apart (a brittle failure of the rock) by some form of
chiseling or spalling or they are ground down when abraded by a harder material than the rock. A practical
method for fracturing chips from a rocky surface is to use a percussive impact to chisel chips from the
parent rock. Such impacts would deliver high force, short duration impulses to the rock. The force
magnitude of the impulse must be large enough to cause a large enough stress to break the rock apart and
the short duration of the impulse precludes the entire drill from having to react large forces. By breaking
the rock with many short duration impulses, large forces can be reacted by only a very small subset of
hardware and the time-average reaction required to hold the drill bit against the rock can be on the order
of 100 N or less. This method is also practical for space flight applications because it enables low powered
actuators (order 50 W to 100 W) to produce loads sufficient to fracture hard rocks.
The percussion mechanism uses an oscillating hammer to produce the impacts required for the corer to
drill and abrade hard rocks effectively. The mechanism is situated near the center of the drill, above an
anvil that combines rotational motion and percussive impact forces and transfers them both to an
interchangeable drill bit. The bit is held into the front of the drill by a chuck and it is free to spin and translate
along the drill axis to do rotary-percussive drilling. When the hammer contacts the anvil, typically at
velocities up to 3 m/s, the mutual deformation of the contacting surfaces creates a local compressive stress
in each part. The stress gradient in the anvil causes a wave to travel at the speed of sound down the axis
of the anvil, into the bit, and finally from the carbide bit teeth into the rock, causing portions of the rock to
be chipped off from the parent rock. The subject of this paper is the mechanism that creates this hammer
motion and performs the percussion function.
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Mechanism Architecture
Principle of Mechanism Operation
The basic principle of operation of the hammer in the percussion mechanism is a classical base-drive,
single degree of freedom vibration system. The hammer is mounted through springs to a base that moves
with fixed amplitude, but variable frequency. As the base oscillates sinusoidally at increasing frequency,
the hammer and base begin to oscillate out of phase, energy is stored in the spring, and the motion of the
hammer is amplified - provided that the base drive frequency does not exceed the natural frequency of the
system. The percussion mechanism adds a fixed stop to this system (the anvil) that the hammer will contact
once a certain amplitude of motion is reached. After the initial contact between the hammer and anvil, the
system has a new, non-linear, dynamic characteristic, that can be fully described using vibro-impact theory
[1]. As the base is driven to higher frequencies beyond the point of initial hammer anvil contact, the hammer
will impact the anvil with greater velocity, producing larger percussive forces for the drill. Therefore, the
system has a practical range of frequencies at which it will percuss and those frequencies have associated
varying levels of impact energy.
This system can be parametrized non-dimensionally by describing the drive frequency (𝜔) as a fraction of
the spring/mass natural frequency ($𝑘/𝑚) and the static gap between the hammer and anvil before the
system was put into motion (Δ) as a fraction of amplitude of base motion (𝐴! ) – see Figure 2. Proper
selection of these non-dimensional parameters will ensure that operation will occur in a regime where a
stable vibro-impact process will be maintained and that the system will always operate with an impact
frequency equal to the base oscillation frequency, as opposed to regimes where impacts occur as integer
multiples of the base oscillation frequency.
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In the case of the Mars2020 percussion mechanism, the hammer mass is 200 g, the total spring stiffness
is 11 N/mm, the single-sided amplitude of motion at the base (i.e. crank shaft throw) is 5 mm and the static
gap to the anvil is approximately 9 mm. The result is a system that first impacts with base motion (and
impact frequency) of approximately 25 Hz and the corer typically operates the percussion mechanism
between 25 Hz and 40 Hz. Impact velocities are typically between 0.5 m/s and 3 m/s but will depend on
the effective coefficient of restitution of the system and other factors.
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The percussion mechanism itself can be divided into the rotary portion of the mechanism and the oscillating
portion, with a Scotch yoke performing the conversion from rotational motion to translation. See Figure 3
for a mechanism cross-section with the rotary and oscillating portions clearly delineated.
Rotary Portion of the Mechanism – actuator, gears, and bearings
The rotating components of the mechanism consist of a gear motor which drives a gear train in the
mechanism with the final element being the crank shafts that push the diver plate up and down. The
actuator output has an attached pinion spur gear that turns a mating gear. The mating gear is screwed to
the end of a part that combines a hollow shaft and a bevel gear and this shaft is supported in the mechanism
housing by an angular contact bearing pair, arranged back-to-back, with spacers. The bevel gear meshes
with three synchronized bevel pinions which are attached to the crank shafts. Each bevel pinion / crank
shaft assembly is also supported by an angular contact bearing pair, arranged back-to-back.
Transition from Rotary to Oscillatory - three Scotch yokes
The transition between the rotary and oscillating parts of the mechanism is accomplished by the three
Scotch yokes – see Figure 4 for details. A spherical roller, which is a 3/8” diameter Grade 10 440C ball
with a precision hole added, is placed on each crank shaft and is free to spin on the crank shaft pin in a
plain bearing arrangement. The crank pin to roller ball interface is grease filled with Castrol Braycote
Micronic 600 EF. As the crank turns, the spherical roller spins on the crank pin and also rolls back and
forth in a cylindrical groove on the side of the driver plate while pushing the driver plate up and down. Three
cranks arranged 120° apart from one another fully define the height and attitude of the driver plate, except
for rotation about the axis of hammering motion, so no overturning moment is carried by the roller and the
driver plate needs no additional linear guidance. This arrangement balances loads and minimizes sources
of friction and drag. Anti-rotation rollers consist of solid Vespel crowned rollers that ride in a plain-bearing
arrangement directly on a stub shaft that is integrally machined into the sides of the driver plate in between
each groove. These provide very loose guidance by preventing the driver plate from rotating in-plane,
which would be an incidental motion.
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Oscillating Portion of the Mechanism – driver plate / springs / hammer
The oscillating portion of the mechanism consists of the driver plate, springs, hammer shaft, hammer,
hammer bushings and the guide shaft – see again Figure 3. The driver plate only pushes against the
springs as it oscillates, but it has a large clearance hole in the center to allow it to move up and down along
the axis of hammer motion without contacting the hammer shaft. Two springs are arranged one on top of
and the other below the driver plate and are captured and preloaded between the hammer and hammer
shaft, so that both springs are always in compression throughout the full range of driver and hammer motion.
Assembly of the springs and driver plate onto the hammer is possible because the hammer shaft is a
separate part that is threaded into the hammer. The hammer rides on split-bushings made from Vespel
SP-3 (polyimide doped with MoS2) that slide without additional lubricant against a guide shaft made of 155PH H1025 steel with a fine ground finish.

The Percussive Chain as a System – hammer / anvil / bit
The effectiveness of the percussion mechanism at the drill level depends heavily on the design of the
downstream components in the percussive chain, specifically the anvil and drill bit. To transfer the impact
loads efficiently, the parts must be axially stiff, ideally with a solid column of metal running directly form
under the hammer head down to the rock. The anvil and bit have numerous other functions besides
transferring impact loads, so their design must be a compromise. In general, designs that transfer impact
loads well will avoid abrupt changes in the cross sections normal to the drilling axis (i.e. gentle tapers, not
deep sharp-cornered grooves) and will avoid highly compliant features that extend out radially, as these
will parasitically sap percussive energy when set ringing by an impact (i.e. no thin, large radius flanges).
Although the anvil, bit, and ground should all be in firm contact before an impact from the hammer is
delivered, so as not to waste energy sending parts into rigid body motion, testing on the Mars2020 corer
has shown that approximately 80 N to 100 N was sufficient weight-on-bit preload to achieve efficient force
transfer and that additional preload did not have a benefit for that system. Contact surfaces pairs (face of
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hammer, back to anvil for example) were made curved, to minimize sensitivity to misalignment as parts
came in and out of contact, and also conformal (sphere in cup), in the hopes of creating a more uniform
stress wave through the part cross section.
Requirements Development
The percussion mechanism functional requirements are derived from the planned set of sampling
operations which specify operation type and number (i.e. 43 cores, 74 abrasions) and the distribution of
those operations across a range of representative rocks (the “rock suite”) of varying hardness [REF]. The
percussion mechanism must provide enough impact force to allow the drill bits to penetrate these materials
and must have enough life to complete the mission and both output force and life must be sufficiently
margined. At the same time, excessive conservatism is not possible due to tight constraints on available
actuator power and the volume and mass that can be accommodated by a largely heritage robotic arm.
There is an interesting force-life entanglement that emerges when the additional requirement of drill bit
lifetime is brought into consideration. Impact force, rate-of-penetration (ROP) into the rock (i.e. “speed” of
drilling), and drill bit lifetime are all closely related because insufficient impact force will not allow the drill bit
teeth to chisel the rock effectively. This in turn causes the bit to do too much rotating in place without much
rock being chipped away (low ROP) and with weight-on-bit applied during this rotation, the bit teeth will be
continually ground against the rock and will wear down quickly. Therefore, in order to allow drill bits to meet
their required lifetime, the percussion mechanism must put out sufficient force to keep the bits effectively
chiseling at all times (when drilling hard rocks) and this is measured by proxy using ROP. The result was
that the percussion mechanism nominal required output force level (“1x” force) was set by finding the
minimum percussion output level (frequency) that would allow a drill bit to successfully complete a 2x life
test without falling below a minimum ROP. Then percussion output forces were measured across the
operational frequency range using a “percussion dyno” (see next section). Force margins could now be
computed by comparing the output force levels measured on the dyno at the max operating frequency and
at the frequency previously established by the bit life test as “1x” force (i.e. the lowest percussion frequency
that could pass a 2x bit life test).
Finally, a life distribution across percussion output levels was derived based on taking all the planned
sampling operations and assigning each of them a percussion level that should achieve a reasonable ROP,
and therefore an associated duration for each activity. The result of this was a total 1x percussion
mechanism life of 2.3 million impacts distributed across five percussion frequencies/impact force levels.
This nominal lifetime is equivalent to 21.5 hours of continuous percussing. Due to the mechanism
containing a dry-sliding interface (hammer bushing on hammer guide shaft) and JPL Design principles, a
3X life test was conducted and completed successfully with over 7.2 million impacts performed in the test.
The approach to deriving force and life requirements described above was designed to be appropriately
conservative and philosophically in-line with normal NASA and JPL mechanism design practices, but
several non-linear affects complicate the true interpretation of the margins. Drill bit life and drilling efficiency
are highly non-linear responses to varying impact force, due to the nature of brittle failure and rock material
properties. Simply stated, doubling impact forces will not produce a doubling of drill bit lifetime, and in fact
probably results in a greater than linear increase in bit life to a point at which effective chiseling is no longer
the dominant factor in bit wear.
Development Program – Combining Theory, Analysis and Testing
A combination of tools and techniques were used to respond to the unusual mechanism requirements and
difficulty in sizing the output. Several generations of prototypes were built in the course of the development
and these proved to be invaluable for developing the requirements, the design of the mechanism, validating
analyses, and for interacting with other teams and specialists who needed particular test data.
The basic parameters for the mechanism were initially based on iterative use of a numerical simulation
(Simulink) to achieve a target impact velocity and impact energy. Subsequent research found mathematical
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models of vibro-impact systems that provided tremendous insight into the non-linear dynamics of the
mechanism [1]. These models allowed the design to be altered in response to other changes to the SCS
in a predictable way without relying exclusively on guess and check simulation. For example, when a
change to the core sample tube dimensions rippled through the bit and then the entire corer, the hammer
needed to grow in diameter to a degree that maintaining its mass was not possible. The entire system was
successfully rescaled with some other parameters changed to reduce the sensitivity of first impact
frequency to anvil position using the referenced theory.
With basic design parameters such as hammer mass, spring stiffness, driver amplitude and frequency, and
the static gap to the stop determined, three dimensional FEA was now needed to determine the level of
force that impacts of a given velocity would produce. LS-Dyna is an FEA tool with an explicit solver that is
capable of accurately simulating dynamic stresses and large-scale motions and it was used extensively in
the design of this system [2]. Parts in the impact chain (hammer, anvil, bit) have many required features
that are detrimental to efficient transfer of force to the rock. In the Mars2020 Corer, peak force under the
hammer is reduced by 50% by the time it transits the percussive chain and reaches the end of the bit. This
knockdown would be far worse without design changes and compromises made possible by LS-Dyna
simulations. LS-Dyna provided tremendous general insight that primarily facilitated general changes in
direction (i.e. this area thicker or thinner, this par heavier or lighter) but in many cases it was also used as
for stress analysis of parts that were driven primarily by operational percussion loads – although there was
an expectation that these parts had large margins (e.g. unlimited fatigue life).
Beginning early in the project, hardware testing was used to improve mechanism performance and
durability and to validate the simulations. Impacts from the percussion mechanism have a peak force
magnitude exceeding 40 kN and a typical impulse duration is 50 microseconds. A “percussion dyno” was
built using a piezoelectric load washer (Kistler 9041A) and charge amplifier that had the necessary stiffness
and frequency bandwidth to measure these impacts. A sampling rate of about 200 kHz was used to ensure
an accurate measurement of peak impact force could be made. Extensive functional testing was also done
using the percussion mechanism in a complete coring drill. Multiple generations of percussion mechanisms
cored and abraded hundreds of rocks. The data gathered from this testing was used to correlate percussion
output level to the rate of penetration in various rocks. That test data, combined with requirements for drill
bit life, was used to create the force output and life duration margin story. A combination of testing in rocks,
dyno measurements, and LS-Dyna analysis were used to verify and validate the design.
Mechanism Function
Mechanism operation consists of simply driving the actuator to the required speed to achieve the intended
percussion frequency and force level output. The hammer will first begin to impact the anvil around 25 Hz,
depending on the precise anvil position†. Impact peak force will increase as the actuator speeds up and
the hammer impact frequency is increased. The maximum output frequency is 40 Hz and it is primarily
intended for special use. The mechanism functions the same with the actuator rotating in either direction
and nominal operation calls for the life to be accumulated approximately equally in both directions for the
purposes of wear leveling, particularly the flanks of the gear teeth.
Vibration produced by hammer and shock loads due to hammer/anvil impacts have a few uses for
Mars2020 beyond coring and abrading. Vibrations from the percussion mechanism can be used to help
transport powder that is collected by special regolith bits and to free the root piece of a core that is
improperly broken off from the parent rock (so called “mushrooms” that extend below the mouth of the
sample tube). The most extreme special use of percussion is to “self-clean” the turret. Because the drill is
designed to safely allow the hammer to impact the anvil with no drill bit present (or with a bit in the chuck
but no weight-on-bit applied) the percussion will be used at the 40 Hz max output setting to apply an
†

The anvil is separate from the drill body by a spring that is intended to isolate the corer (particularly nearby spindle
bearings) from the rebound shock loads from impacts – therefore the anvil to hammer static gap will depend slightly
on weight-on-bit preload.
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enveloping dynamic environment for the turret post-landing that should either remove any Earth spores still
present on the turret, or ensure that they will not be able to be dislodged during future sampling activities.
This guarantees these spores would not contaminate a Martian surface sample with Earth life.
When the mechanism is operating, the oscillating hammer creates a sine-vibration environment for other
parts of the coring drill and other turret mounted instruments, even when no impacting is occurring. This
environment becomes much more pronounced during impacting, when a maximum of 6.2 g’s of
acceleration between 34 and 42 Hz is experienced by neighboring actuators and parts on the turret.
Mechanism Advantages
The Mars2020 percussion mechanism has several unique features and advantages compared to similar
extraterrestrial sampling technologies.
Variable Output Force
The ability to drill with a wide range of impact force makes it unique from the most common and highest
heritage space drill percussion mechanisms which are typically of a cam and spring type. These
mechanisms often use a helical cam to push a hammer back against a spring until the end of the cam
profile is reached and then the hammer is shot forward by the spring and into the anvil or bit. Examples of
mechanism that use this type of percussion are the lunar drills used by the Apollo astronauts [3] and the
HP3 instrument on the InSight mission to Mars [4]. Also, the vast majority of handheld commercial rotary
hammer drills also have a single fixed level of percussion output. On Mars2020, variable output force was
a derived requirement that flowed from a science requirement specifying the quality for core samples
(essentially how intact the collected cores should be). Variable percussion output enables soft rocks to be
cored with the minimum required force, thereby improving core quality, without foregoing the ability to
penetrate hard rocks using higher levels of force. Variable output force has the additional benefits including
improving the power efficiency of the corer by not using only the power required for a given operation,
lessening the harshness of the operational environment and therefore accumulated damage/fatigue for
neighboring turret components, and generally creating a more flexible tool for the overall sampling system
by providing ancillary functions described in the Mechanism Function section.
The MSL SA-SPaH drill also had a percussion mechanism capable of variable output force, but it was a
very different type of mechanism that used a voice-coil actuator to provide hammering function. Although
both systems have similar capabilities, there are also some advantages to the Mars2020 percussion
mechanism design, as compared to the MSL voice coil percussion.
High Level Output Compared to MSL
It was understood early in the project that creating a Mars2020-sized core by cutting an annulus into a rock
was going to require a more powerful drill than MSL used simply due to shear volume of rock to be removed
and face area of the cut. Force dyno testing from MSL show impact forces with a maximum value of 6 kN
under the drill bit. By contrast, the Mars2020 drill can deliver more than 15 kN under the bit. Partially this
is due to a more powerful actuator that was used for the Mars2020 Percussion, but there is also reason to
believe that the improvements in the cross section of the percussive part chain have also contributed to the
higher force output. Measurements taken directly under the hammer of the Mars2020 percussion show
peak impact force values of approximately 40 kN as measured by a Kistler 9041A load washer. Due to the
higher output forces achieved by the Mars2020 percussion, significantly larger ROP values (roughly a factor
of 5 or greater) were achieved when comparing each system in equal strength rocks – this should enable
significantly longer bit life.
Simple, Robust Parts Bear Impact Loads
The MSL voice coil uses a very unique and highly efficient actuator to directly create linear hammer motion.
However, with the MSL heritage architecture of a wound wire coil and permanent magnet pair there is a
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challenging durability problem where the coil must be connected to a driver by wires that must move with
the striker and therefore subjected to high-cycle bending fatigue. The Mars2020 percussion system has
the advantage that the hammer and its assembly are essentially simple steel lumps and springs which are
generally easier to design so as to be tolerant to repeated shock loads and to meet the life requirement by
fatigue analysis. This was a major reason for opting to develop a different style mechanism for Mars2020
as opposed to simply re-sizing the MSL mechanism.
Conventional Actuator and Avionics
Another distinction between the MSL percussion and Mars2020 is the use of a conventional brushless DC
motor/gearbox actuator as compared to a voice coil. This allows the Mars2020 percussion to be driven at
a range of speeds using very conventional avionics, software, and control system techniques. Essentially,
the mechanism could leverage the whole system up to an actuator output shaft that was already in place
for the numerous other actuators on board the rover. This more common actuator and avionics architecture
might also make the Mars2020 style percussion mechanism more accessible to other projects.
Testing Results
For the Mars2020 V&V campaign, a dedicated Life Test Unit percussion mechanism was built and
successfully passed a 3x life test at the mechanism level. In the mechanism-only arrangement, the
mechanism is placed on the percussion dyno and is tested across the qualification temperature range (70°C to +70°C) and percussion life frequency distribution. In addition, a percussion mechanism in a
complete Qualification Model (QM) corer has passed a 1x accelerated life test and is now in the process of
completing a comprehensive life test performing sampling operations on rocks in the qualification
environment.
All units undergo a mechanism-level test for approximately one hour in the dyno configuration to ensure
workmanship. At the end of the test, force data is collected across the operational frequency range for
characterization purposes. Figure 6 shows example data from this type of dyno test, taken on the Life Test
Unit. The mechanism is driven at speeds from 28 Hz to 40 Hz in 1 Hz increments and held at each speed
for 3 seconds, thereby gathering approximately 80 to 120 consecutive impacts at each speed. This process
is repeated for both actuator rotation directions. Each impact produces a complex force-time profile starting
when the initial stress wave arrives and continuing for several impact durations as the load cell and
surrogate anvil, which are preloaded to a rigid base plate, ring down. The peak value of force from the
initial blow is taken as the “peak force” and statistics for each operational speed/frequency are based on
those values.
Challenges and Lessons Learned
The requirements of a long-life percussion mechanism for use on Mars presents major design challenges.
High wear sliding interfaces have the extra complication that the precise loads experienced are difficult to
define and understand and although conservatism of design can solve the problem to a degree, gaining
insight into the actual capabilities of the design through extensive prototype testing proved invaluable.
Fatigue failures were also a challenge for the hammer assembly parts, owing to the large number of harsh
shock load cycles the hammer assembly must cope with. The long time it takes to complete life tests in
relevant environments underscore the general lesson – take great care in designing features such a sliding
wear interfaces or points susceptible to fatigue failure that can only be proven out by lengthy life tests.
Design of these areas calls for extra conservatism, extra time spent reducing uncertainty in the loads, and
early and environmentally relevant testing that is possible only with hardware rich development.
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Challenge: Achieving Durability in the Crank Shaft and Roller
The interface between the crank shaft pin and roller ball is a grease filled plain bearing that will experience
as many cycles as there are hammer impacts. The estimation of the loads experienced by the interface is
complicated by the fact that the load is shared by three crank shaft with an unknown load distribution and
that it bears a cyclic load due to the oscillating inertia of the hammer assembly combined with hammer
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impact loads, although the impact loads should be smoothed by the springs. In retrospect, more attention
should have been paid early in the design to understanding the loads at this interface and to properly sizing
the members and selecting materials, finishes, and clearances so that the design intent would better reflect
tribological best practices. Early prototypes experienced a variety of failures at this interface, both with
roller bores wearing and enlarging to unacceptable sizes and with crank pins wearing severely and, in some
cases, breaking off completely as a result of the drastic reduction to their cross section by wear.
A redesign attempted to reduce the bearing load associated with the highest percussion output level to
below 3.45 MPa (500 psi). Very often such plain bearing pairs use a hard shaft in a bearing that is made
from a copper-based, chemically dissimilar metal and usually the bearing is softer and will preferentially
wear. Such systems are good when a number of common assumptions are true that do not apply to this
mechanism – specifically that the parts are serviceable and that petroleum-based lubricants will be used.
The strategy adopted for this design was to simply create the longest lasting (slowest wearing) possible
design by making both parts as hard as possible, reasonably similar in hardness, and also by reducing the
starting clearance between the parts to the smallest comfortable value, to minimize impacting between the
roller and shaft when the driver plate changes direction. The final design increased the overall size of the
parts from 3.175 mm (.125 in) shaft to 4.7625 mm (.1875 in) and 6.35 mm (.25 in) roller ball size to 9.525
mm (.375 in). The shaft was made significantly harder by the addition of a 75 µm (.003 in) thick nitride case
approximately 65 to 68 HRC so as to balance the high hardness of the ball, which would be made from a
Grade 10 440C ball, 58 HRC minimum. Shaft to bore clearances of approximately 7.6 µm (.0003”) on
diameter were achieved by manufacturing balls with several graded bore sizes. The shaft and bore both
had 0.2 µm (8 µin) surface finishes specified. As before, the bearing was filled with Castrol Micronic
Braycote 600EF grease and disassembly at the end of a 3x life test showed some grease was still present
between the parts.
Challenge: Hammer bushing wear and retention
Development prototypes failed to achieve acceptable levels of wear in the hammer bushings and a threaded
retainer that was used to capture the upper bushing catastrophically failed shortly after 1x life. Many brute
force attempts were made to improve the retainer – to pin it in place, to drill point it and drive set screws
through the hammer shaft into the retainer, to peen it into place. LS-Dyna analysis showed that the loads
in this region were very high and, more importantly, the back of the hammer shaft experiences a large load
reversal when the traveling compression wave from the impact encounters the end of the part and starts a
tensile wave in the reverse direction. The small volume of the region did not lend itself to robust fastening
features, perhaps besides welding, which was not attempted.
The solution was to eliminate any sort of bushing retainer altogether and capture the bushing in a blind
groove. To enable this simplification, a change in bushing material had to happen at the same time, so that
the bushing could be designed to be installed into this groove. A split bushing made from DuPont Vespel®
SP-3 (MoS2 impregnated) was sufficiently flexible that it could be wound in on itself and inserted past the
shoulder of the groove (see Figure 8) and as it turned out the Vespel® SP-3 was also slightly slower wearing
than the prior metal/polymer composite bushing, a Glacier Garlock Bearings (now “GGB”) DP4®. A key
take-away for other percussion mechanisms is to reduce or eliminate small parts whenever possible that
might not easily be able to grow to accommodate high loads and particularly to expect high reversing loads
at the back end of the hammer or striker.
Challenge: High drag during cold operation
The initial flight design called for 10% to 15% grease fill in all ball bearings. All the bearings have a phenolic
retainer impregnated with Castrol Brayco 815Z oil and use Castrol Braycote 600EF grease. Although much
early life testing was done on prototype units, including some cold testing, none had gone below -40°C.
The first tests at the min qualification temperature of -70°C showed that the mechanism could not reliably
start from cold and the actuator would sometimes stall at the 10 A current limit, equivalent to 0.75 N·m [6.6
lbf·in] of torque at the actuator output shaft.
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After a comprehensive investigation that eliminated all other sources of drag, the bearings were found to
be the cause of the large increase in drag at -70°C. The solution was to drastically reduce the grease fill
to approximately 3%, and this ultimately reduced the drag to acceptable levels. Improved warm up routines
were also devised that eliminated starts and stops until the mechanism had gradually accelerated and then
run for about 1 minute. The mechanism life tests mentioned above were all conducted using this reduced
grease fill and at the end of the test there was no sign of bearing performance degradation. The lesson
here is well worn, but worth repeating: early life testing in a relevant environment is invaluable and the
increase in the viscosity of Braycote 600EF grease is extremely non-linear in the -50°C to -70°C range. A
large number of bearings and relatively low-torque actuator (relative to power) in this mechanism
exacerbated the sensitivity to the thickening of the grease.
Conclusions
A percussion mechanism that will enable the Mars2020 coring drill to core and abrade hard rocks in the
Martian environment was successfully designed, built, and tested and is scheduled to arrive on the surface
of Mars in February, 2021 and begin operation soon thereafter. The novel mechanism, with a conventional
rotary actuator drive, a base-driven hammer, and triple Scotch yoke architecture made it possible to perform
variable output force percussing whilst subjecting only a simple and robust subset of mechanism hardware
to the large, dynamic impact loads.
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